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Introduction
The colon and the rectum have a lot of similar issues. The

disorders include intestinal irritation, constipation,
haemorrhoids, anal fissures, abscesses, colitis, polyps and
cancer of the colon.

Many Americans struggle to move their intestines. Many
elements, including food and activity, contribute to this issue.
Unknown are other causes.

This page describes some of the intestinal issues that are
most frequent.

Errors in function
Functional diseases are situations in which the intestines are

normal, but are not functioning appropriately. These are the
most prevalent colon and rectal disorders. It is often unknown
the direct cause.

Diarrhoea
Small, hard, difficult, or uncommon faeces are classified as

constipation. The causes of constipation may be:

Insufficient "rawing" or dietary fibre

Don't drink enough water

bad habits, particularly withdrawal via toilet

Move difficulties, including sluggish or disorganised
movement in the large intestine

An individual who has constipation may strain or merely go
through really hard heat during a bowel movement. Hard stool
passage can lead to anal issues like splitting (painful splitting in
anal tissue lining) or haemorrhoids.

Spastic colon irritable (sensitive colon; spastic colon)

Inflammatory or delicate bowel is a disorder that abnormally
tightens (tight), which can cause numerous issues in the colon
muscles. There is a diarrhoea in some individuals, constipation
in others, and constipation and diarrhoea in others. The
aberrant contraction might result in a high colon pressure which
causes stomach cramps, gas, bloating and, at times, severe
urgency (need to go the bathroom).

Treatment involves avoiding foods that exacerbate the issues,
adjusting diet to the specific symptoms, stress management and
medicines.

Disorders of anatomy
Anatomical disorders are conditions in which a surgery may

have to remove, modify or repair anything anormal. This can
include the removal for diverticulitis or cancer of part of the
colon.

Genital troubles

Haemorrhage internally
Internal blood vessels which border the inner part of the anal

orifice are typical ulcers. We were born with them. We were
born with them. They are believed to be the mechanism for fine
tuning and to prevent us from containing gas until we are
socially acceptable. When internal haemorrhoids grow due to
stress or pregnancy, they may be inflamed and bleed. Internal
ulcers can occasionally develop enough big to spill beyond the
anal orifice.

The anus or the lower rectum are swollen and irritated veins.

Traditional attention for internal haemorrhoids has been
improved by the use of elastic bands to tighten the h

Outside haemorrhoids
External haemorrhoids are veins located directly below the

anus' skin. Normally, no symptoms are caused. Sometimes a
blood clot may develop and be quite painful. These blood clots
are not harmful and may migrate to other organs. Pain is the
greatest worry. This will improve on its own several times. The
coagulum is sometimes removed at the doctor's office under
local anaesthetic.

Crack of the anal
An anal fissure is a breakdown or rupture in the anus lining

following the trauma. This might be due to a strong heartbeat or
even diarrhoea.

An anal fissure results in bleeding and severe burning agony.
The discomfort comes from spasms of the muscle of the
sphincter that are exposed by the air. The intestinal discomfort
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has been characterised as the sensation of passing raspberry
blades.

Cracks are the anal issue most often misdiagnosed. They are
often wrong with haemorrhoids.

Cracks mend regularly by themselves. Your doctor may offer
an ointment or drug that alleviates discomfort if they do not
improve. In some situations, operation.
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